Opposition to Line Speed Waiver Request by Gerber Poultry Kidron, Ohio Facility

Dear Dr. Shaw,

The undersigned twelve organizations of poultry worker representatives, consumer safety advocates, worker rights advocates and occupational safety experts, write in opposition to Gerber Poultry’s, P-20604, Kidron, Ohio, request for a waiver to 9 CFR 381.69 (a); a request that they may be allowed to operate its evisceration line over 140 birds per minutes (bpm) and up to 175 bpm. This request is inconsistent with the Department of Agriculture’s waiver regulations, undermines the rule making process, violates the Administrative Procedure Act, as well as endangers workers and consumers alike.

The waiver request submitted by Gerber Poultry is in response to the announcement in late February by the Food Safety and Inspection Service (FSIS) in their Constituent Update newsletter that it will consider waiver requests from individual young chicken plants to permit these establishments to operate at faster line speeds than permitted under current Department regulations (9 C.F.R. 381.69 (a)). The agency’s announcement contained ‘criteria’ that the agency will use in considering any such request. However, as stated in the National Employment Law Project’s letter to Administrator Carmen Rottenberg on April 5, 2018, none of the so called ‘criteria’ announced in the newsletter meet any of the requirements established by the Department’s waiver regulations for waivers under the Poultry Products Inspection Act.

The Department’s waiver criteria under the Poultry Products Inspection Act provide for: “Waivers for limited periods any provision of the regulations in order to permit appropriate and necessary action in the event of a public health emergency or to permit experimentation so that new procedures, equipment, and processing techniques, may be tested to facilitate definite improvements. Provided that such waivers of the provision of the regulations are not in conflict with the purposes or provisions of the Act.”

The new so called criteria for granting line speed waivers to individual young chicken establishments, announced in the FSIS Constituent Newsletter, do not satisfy any of the Department’s waiver requirements. The criteria fail because they are not time limited; they do not require identification of a new procedure, equipment or technique that establishments need a regulatory line-speed waiver to test; and they do not require that there be any definite improvement as required by agency regulations. The Gerber Poultry waiver request, dated 3/16/2018, meets none of the waiver requirements under the
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Poultry Products Inspection Act and must be rejected. Gerber is not asking for a time limited waiver; there is no public health emergency; the request contains no mention of a new procedure, equipment or processing technique; and there is no data or other mention of ‘definite improvements.’

Further, there is absolutely no mention of the impact on the safety and health of workers in the plant due to the line speed up and the increase work load demands this will place on workers who already suffer very high injury and illness rates. Overwhelming evidence supports the conclusion that allowing poultry processing establishments to operate with faster line speed limitations would dramatically worsen the already unsafe worker conditions in poultry plants. ³

In 2014, following two years of public comments, the Department finalized a rule establishing a new inspection system for young chicken slaughter establishments and maintained the maximum line speed of 140 bpm. The FSIS reached these conclusions and promulgated the 2014 Final Rule after a painstaking, multi-year rulemaking effort. The Department considered extensive comments from worker advocates, consumer safety experts, the poultry industry and other affected stakeholders, and concluded that a 140 bpm maximum rate was best supported by the rulemaking record.⁴ Any decision to reject the approach in the 2014 Final Rule in favor of an approach that conflicts with FSIS’s own prior conclusions would be subject to judicial review, and would likely be arbitrary and capricious.⁵

Because the Gerber Poultry, Inc. waiver request meets none of the requirements under FSIS’s waiver regulations, and because granting the request would likely be arbitrary and capricious in violation of the Administrative Procedure Act, we urge FSIS to reject the request.
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